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This Early Help Handbook will be amended as practice in Early Help develops. Therefore, practitioners are
reminded to refer to the website for the latest version.
If at any stage of working with families through Early Help you have any concerns that a child or young
person is at risk of harm, you must follow the Coventry Safeguarding Children Board procedures and
make a referral to the Coventry Multi-agency Safeguarding Hub (MASH).
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1. Introduction
The Early Help Handbook has been produced to guide front line practitioners and their managers across
all partner agencies in the city in undertaking early help work to support children, young people and
families. This Handbook is a practical step by step guide about when and how to use the Early Help
Assessment (formerly Common Assessment Framework), the associated systems and processes that
support early help activity, how to seek help when required, how to record activity about early help
interventions that are put in place to support children, young people and families, and the standards
required to support good practice.
The Early Help Handbook has been endorsed by the Coventry Safeguarding Children Board (CSCB) and
will be updated as further useful material becomes available for practitioners to access. The Early Help
Handbook should be used in conjunction with the CSCB threshold guidance ‘Right help, right time’ which
is available on the CSCP website here

Note if at any stage through early help you have any concerns that a child or young person is at risk of
harm, you must follow the Coventry Safeguarding Children Board procedures and make a referral to the
Coventry Multi-agency Safeguarding Hub (MASH).

Further information about the MASH and the referral process can be accessed via one of the following
channels:

To speak to a social worker for advice about whether to make a referral,
(024) 7678 8555, and then choose option 2
To make a referral (024) 7678 8555 choose option 3:
Telephone:
MASH@coventry.gov.uk
Email:

Multi-Agency Safeguarding Hub

Post:

Coventry City Council
PO Box 15
Council House

Walk In:

Customer Service Centre, Upper Precinct, Coventry, CV1 1FS

If you are making a referral to MASH you will be asked to complete the Multi-agency Referral Form
(MARF) Here

What is early help?
Early Help is an approach to maximise the chances of the vision becoming real for every
Coventry child and young person. Early Help is a way of working that supports children in the
early years of their lives, as a problem emergences at any stage in their lives. Coventry’s
definition of Early Help is one that should be practically applied by any professional in any
context, and is to



Reach children, young people and families when the need first emerges;
Intervene when you can have the most impact.

By working together and sharing information and resources, we can ensure the best outcomes for
children and young people are achieved and are at the heart of providing a multiagency approach
to deliver early help within integrated working practices. This will bring together different people
from different areas of the workforce in a co-ordinated way to provide a holistic whole family plan
of Early Help support to families who need it, when they need it, resulting in the greatest impact.
The core focus of integration will be through the development and delivery of the Family Hub
model in Coventry and in the establishment of the Hub and spoke model in localities and local
communities.

Early help is a way of thinking and working together as services with families that have additional
or more complex needs than those that all families have (universal). Early help can prevent
problems from getting worse by providing support to children, young people and families when a
need is first identified or as soon as a problem emerges. This can be at any point in a child’s life,
from conception, through childhood and into adolescence. It can prevent further problems
arising by building resilience with families to enable them to find their own solutions in the future.

Services should work collectively to provide tailored support packages for specific needs in
individual families. Any service can therefore be defined as undertaking ‘early help’ as it
describes the type and quality of the response to a family’s needs rather than a specific service.
Working Together to Safeguard Children 2018 provides statutory guidance and additional
information about early help. Please follow here to find out more.
Who is responsible for early help?
Early help is the responsibility of everyone in Coventry. This includes organisations working
directly with children, young people and families such as, schools, local authority services,
health, housing, police, and all community and voluntary organisations and groups.

Parents have the primary responsibility for the care and development of their children to enable
them to grow up in a loving environment where there are strong attachments. The family is the

primary resource and most parents want the best for their children. Building trusting relationships
with parents is crucial in order to support them and build on the strengths and skills they have to
give their children the best chance in life.

Critical features of effective early help
Effective early help will feature the following components:


Early identification and addressing of need.



Child centered, focused on strengths as well as needs.



Voluntary, engagement with children, young people and families, empowering them to
develop the capacity to resolve their own problems and build resilience.



A whole family approach to assessing need and developing appropriate family plans to
meeting those needs.



Relationship with a trusted lead practitioner who can engage with children, young
people and families, and coordinate support using the concept of ‘one worker, one plan’
approach.



Access for the family to a multi-disciplinary approach through an early help team
supporting the child/family.



Timely interventions that lead to actions and reduce risk of harm to children.

What is a Family Hub?
The Family Hub model in Coventry is the approach to the delivery of early help services
centralised around a building, where a number of different services provide information and
support to children, young people and families. Family Hubs provide targeted early help and
support for children aged 0 – 19 years and up to age 24 where a young person has a disability.
A number of ‘reach areas’ have been identified based on information about levels of need and
deprivation as well as how communities define themselves and the infrastructure of the city such
as public transport. There are 8 Family Hub buildings covering the city (map below). Within each
reach area there are a number of schools and other services/organisations and teams in local
communities, from which universal and early help services are provided. Together this forms a
‘Hub and Spoke’ model for early help service delivery. In some areas the Family Hub itself is colocated in a local school.
What distinguishes the Family Hub concept from just being co-located services in a building is a
shared set of principles and a desire to move towards increasingly integrated working and joint
teams in order to meet the needs of children, young people and families.

The Family Hubs host the early help services that the City Council provides including targeted
Youth Workers, Early Help Social Worker, Early Help Assessment Co-Ordinator’s and Early
Help Partnership Coordinators and commissioned health providers, alongside services
delivered by key partners such as police and the voluntary and community sector.

More details on the Family Hub model can be found here
Post code checker:

Family Hub location and contact details
Harmony Family Hub

Clifton Road, Hillfields, CV1 5GR

024 76 978030

Families for all Hub

454 Foleshill Road, Foleshill CV6 5LB

024 76 977991

Aspire Family Hub

Gosford Park Primary School, Humber

024 76 978100

Road CV1 2SF
Wood Side Family Hub

Middle Ride, Willenhall , CV3 3GL

024 76 978090

Mosaic Family Hub

Jardine Crescent, Tile Hill, CV4 9PL

024 76 978160

Pathway Family Hub

Radford

024 76 978130

Primary

School,

Lawrence

Saunders Road, Radford CV6 1HD
The Moat Family Hub

Moat House Primary School, Deedmore

024 76 978036

Road, Wood End CV2 1EQ
Park Edge Family Hub

Roseberry Avenue, Bell Green CV2 1
NE

024 76 977880

2. Identifying children, young people and families that might need help
Right help right time
Professionals from all agencies working with children, young people and families have a
shared responsibility to keep children safe and provide an effective, efficient and
coordinated service to support their health and wellbeing.
The continuum of need in Coventry has four levels, ‘Right help right time’, guidance
document will help professionals and families to make the right judgements on who is best
placed to help provide early help support or undertake statutory intervention.
The guidance chart below describes the different levels of needs along the continuum
from universal to statutory intervention.

The guidance defines the right level of support to meet the needs of children, young people and
families. It should be considered a flexible continuum with children and families’ needs moving
between levels when appropriate. The chart along with the guidance will never provide all the
answers, nor will it ever take the place of talking to each other or exercising sound professional
judgement. Right help Right time can be found here(hyperlink)
Examples of when to consider requesting early help

Right help right time provides guidance about when to consider early help, including when
you notice:


A significant change or worrying feature in a child’s appearance, demeanor,
behavior or health has been observed.



A significant event in a child’s life has occurred, or where there are worries about
the parents or home.



Where a child, parent or another practitioner has raised a concern or requested
an assessment.



Parental elements e.g. substance misuse, domestic violence, physical or mental
health issues or criminality.



Missing developmental milestones or making slower progress than expected in
their learning.



Health concerns including disability, physical or mental ill health, regularly
missing medical appointments or a sudden change in the child’s health.



Child presenting challenging or aggressive behaviors, misusing substances
or committing offences



Children undertaking caring responsibilities.



Bereaved or experiencing family breakdown.



Homeless or being threatened with eviction and those living in
temporary accommodation.



Becoming a teenage mother/father or is the child of teenage parents.



Persistent absence from school or risk of permanent exclusion.

Coventry has identified that there are vulnerable groups that we actively want to support
through early help, which include:
•

Parents or children involved in crime or anti-social behavior.

•

Children who have not been attending school regularly.

•

Families where the adults are out of work or at risk of financial exclusion or young people

at risk of worklessness.
•

Families affected by Domestic violence and abuse

•

Families affected by a range of health problems.

The above list is not exhaustive and should be used as a guide. Practitioners working in the
Family Hub or the Early Help Assessment Coordinators can provide further advice as
required.

3. Early help Multi-agency Practice Standards
Why do we need Practice Standards?
Families should experience a consistent quality service. Practitioners should know what is
expected of them so that can ensure that their work meets that standard required. These
practice standards supplement existing partner agency specific standards, policies and
procedures. Practice standards should ensure:
 The delivery of early help practice is consistently good, effective and outcome focused.
 Intervention is prompt and timely to prevent needs escalating.
 The child’s voice is central to any intervention.
 Local and national policies, procedures and statutory guidance are adhered to.
 Agencies are clear about what is expected of their service and staff understand what
good practice looks like and will challenge when this is not happening.
 Children, young people and their families know what to expect from all agencies who
safeguard and promote the welfare of children.
 Families receive the right help, at the right time, and this improves children’s outcomes
and life chances.

Standard 1: Make the initial contact with the family within 5 working days of the
request for early help – applies to all agencies
There are a number of points where it could be determined that a family will benefit from early
help:


At the end of a social care assessment when social care conclude that early help is
required.



A step down from a child in need or child protection plan.



A decision from the MASH that an early help assessment is required at Right Help
Right Time level 2 or 3.



Following a Request for Help to the Family Hub.



When universal service provision is not adequate to meet the emerging needs of a
child/family, and additional help is indicated

The agency leading the early help work should agree for the initial contact to be made with the
family within 5 working days of being notified or having agreed that they will lead this work.
The initial contact could be in connection to offering a single agency response,
signposting/advice, a targeted intervention, or discussing with the family the start of an Early
Help Assessment to help understand their needs in more detail and to plan effective early help
services. Initial contact with a child and family must include a conversation about working
together with the early help practitioner to ensure the child, young person, and family have a
clear knowledge of what information they are providing and who it will be shared with, the
purposes of sharing their personal and sensitive information, where and how their information

will be recorded and their rights to access it. The family should be provided with the “What is
early help” leaflet and contact details of the lead practitioner should be given to the family.
Standard 2: When a family requires support from a practitioner in the Family Hub,
management oversight is recorded on EHM within 24 hours, describing what action
should be taken and by when – applies to Local Authority Family Hub practitioners
only.
By using the Right help, right time it can be determined that a family’s needs may be best met
by a Family Hub practitioner as the lead practitioner. This could be because previous early
intervention has not had an impact or the child’s needs have increased. An agency will have
made a request for help to the Family Hub and at the Family Matters meeting has agreed that
the Family Hub should take the lead.
Management oversight is important so that, the practitioner understands the rationale for the
decision to undertake this work and help the practitioner focus on what initial is required.
Management oversight should use the signs of safety approach to record in the child’s record,
on EHM and must be recorded within 24 hours of the case being allocated.

Standard 3: The Early Help Assessment should be completed within 30 working days of
the decision made to undertake one with the family – applies to all agencies.
The Early Help Assessment is a method to help identify the needs of children, young people and
families and to devise a plan to meet the needs. The assessment should be done with the family
and shared with them. If intervention is required before the assessment is completed, this should
be put in place and the support should not wait until the assessment is finalized. The Early Help
Assessment must be completed within 30 working days of the decision made to undertake one,
and recorded on EHM.

Standard 4: All visits and contact with children, young people and families need to be
recorded on EHM (or agreed partner agency system) within 2 working day of the
contact/visit/intervention taking place – applies to all agencies.
Children, young people and their families have the right to be listened to and treated respectfully.
Building a relationship with children and families is crucial to ensure that planning is centered on
their needs, takes account of their views, and their understanding of the world not only in times
of crisis, but also when their life is working well. This requires timely and regular face to face
contact with children, young people and families throughout the Early Help Assessment process,
working through a focused plan, or the onset of a targeted piece of family support work or
signposting, and reviewing outcomes with the family.
Professionals will need to record the work they do with families so that there is a clear and up
to date account of what stage the intervention is at. The Early help Module is a partnership

recording system to record early help (RHRT level 2 and RHRT level 3). When agencies are
providing single agency early help (RHRT level 2) this should be recorded under key agencies,
to indicate that early help is being offered to the family. Each partner agency may also have
their own recording systems, and details of the contacts and interventions with the family
should be recorded within a 48-hour of the work with the child, young person or family.
Practitioners leading an early help assessment and/or Early Help plan (RHRT level 3) should
record this intervention in an Early Help episode on EHM.

Standard 5: Families receiving early help should be seen at least once every 4 weeks –
applies to Local Authority Family Hub practitioners only.
The frequency of visits and direct work with children, young people and families will be based on
the needs of the family, as described in their Early Help plan, and this may reduce over time.
However, for the duration of the child being open to early help, children, young people and
families need to be seen at least once every 4 weeks unless discussed and agreed with the
family and the relevant manager. The reasons for this should be recorded on EHM. Visits to the
family should will be pre-arranged. Unannounced visits can be arranged however there should
be clear reasons for undertaking pre-arranged visit recorded on EHM and the family should be
made aware that unannounced visits may be required and the reasons for doing so in their Early
Help plan.

Standard 6: Early Help Assessment Planning meeting should take place weeks with 14
days of the completion of the Assessment – applies to all agencies.

Early Help Plans should be regularly reviewed and updated as circumstances change, and
significant events occur. All children, young people and families being supported by more than one
agency should have an Early Help Plan. The plan will be written using the signs of safety
approach to ensure that the family is involved in the plan and understand the purpose. The plan
will help the families and professionals measure progress and evidence how the child’s
circumstances are changing. The plan should be written in plain language and owned by the
family themselves.

Standards 7: Early Help Review meetings should take place in accordance to the child’s
and family needs within a maximum time scale of 12 weeks- applies to all agencies
Early Help review meetings will provide an opportunity to review the actions and outcomes with
the family. The meeting should be arranged in accordance with the child and families’ needs.
Case oversight will support the practitioner to identify the relevant and appropriate timescale for
the meeting to occur. The venue for the review meetings should be considered in line with the

child’s and families wishes. Professionals and agencies should be invited when they have been
identified as part of the family’s support network and can effectively contribute to the plan. It will
be agreed in collaboration with the child and family which persons will receive a copy of the
Early help plan and review. The meeting should involve the celebration of success, identifying
strategies to help build resilience and create methods of safety, and should not be used as a
sole forum to reduce the risk of harm.
4. The Early Help Assessment to understand needs and enable planning help
The Early Help Assessment is a way of identifying needs of children, young people and their
families and the help those families may need to access from a range of services, organisations
or teams. It is designed to be used by all agencies in Coventry, to deliver early help. The
approach is to ensure that all children, young people and their families have the same experience
of exploring their needs, what is working well’ and ‘what we are worried about’.
The Early Help Assessment can be used to support children and young people between 0-19
years, including unborn babies and can be used to support young people with additional needs
up to the age of 24 years old.
The Early Help Assessment uses the ‘signs of safety’ framework to provide a clear structure to
facilitate a meaningful assessment with the participation of the child, young person and their
parents/carers.
Features of a high-quality Early Help Assessment
High quality assessment should be:


Child and family centered using the signs of safety approach.



Evidence based, founded on critical analysis of information gathered.



Outcomes focused.



Holistic in approach, looking at the strengths and needs of all family members.



Carried out in partnership with the family and other professionals working with them.



Clear about actions to be taken, by whom and by when, and how this will be reviewed
with the family.



Undertaken with the co-operation of the child and their family.

Things to remember when undertaking an Early Help Assessment
Useful pointers to take account of:


Complete the Early Help Assessment in discussion with children and families.



Use ‘user friendly’ language avoiding professional jargon and acronyms.



Focus on strengths as well as needs. If there is no problem in an area of the Early Help
Assessment, record what is going well



Identify issues and the challenges that children, young people and families are facing.



Agree actions with children and families. One action may be to convene an Early Help
Plan meeting with the team that are going to, or who are currently supporting them.

Lead Practitioner
The lead practitioner is any professional who takes the lead to co-ordinate the provision for
children, young people and families. They act as the single point of contact when a range of
agencies are involved and help to make sure that effective integrated working, information
sharing, and holistic assessment and family support takes place. The lead practitioner is not a
job title or new role, but a set of functions to be carried out as part of the delivery of early help.
The key functions of the lead practitioner are to:


Act as a single point of contact for children, young people and families who they can
trust and engage in making choices, helping them work their way through agency
structure/systems, and effect real and lasting change.



Co-ordinate the delivery of the actions agreed by the practitioners involved to ensure
the children, young people and families receive an effective service that will be
regularly reviewed. These actions will be based on the outcomes of assessments and
the Early Help Plan.



Reduce overlap and inconsistency in the service received by children, young people
and families.



Record action taken on Early Help Module (EHM) or the lead practitioner agency
recording system to show what early help is being provided.

Early Help Plan meeting
The Early Help Plan meeting brings together a range of different practitioners to support the
family following the Early Help Assessment. The lead practitioner should identify the people who
should be invited through the assessment process and in discussion with the family. This should
include friends and relatives of the family and may include voluntary agencies as well as other
professionals. Consideration should be given to any communication needs in the family and any
particular needs including ethnic minority families or families with disabled or additional needs
children. Families should be involved in the Early Help Plan meeting. Some families will be
comfortable with bigger groups and some may find the presence of a large number of
practitioners threatening or undermining. The aim should be to keep the Early Help Plan meeting
as focused as possible. Note the parental preferences for date, time and venue of the Early Help
Plan meeting should be considered. Work should be undertaken with children and families to
help them engage in a meaningful way, for example being supported by family friends, attending
an aspect of the meeting, or through writing down their feelings, or drawing pictures. If a
professional cannot attend a meeting it is important to find out what assessment information they

have and what support, they can offer the family. This can then be discussed with the family at,
or outside the meeting and included in the Early Help Plan.

5. Systems and support
Early Help Module
The Early Help Module (EHM) is a partnership case recording and management system used
within Coventry. All early help support delivered by Coventry City Council will be captured a
coordinated through EHM and used as a clear reference point for information about the work
being undertaken. Partner agencies that are undertaking an Early Help Assessment will also
use EHM. If you require access to EHM and/or training to use the system, contact the Early
Help System Coordinator Steve Turner Steve.turner@coventry.gov.uk
Guidance for professionals to add a ‘Key Agency Recording Note’
If an agency is not undertaking an early help assessment but is undertaking early help work
with the family, the following guidance should be followed so that professionals can add
information to record that they are working with a child. The information will be logged on the
EHM system which is where the Early Help Assessment is recorded, and professionals from
Early Help service will be able to view this information.


Please ensure that information is brief and does not contain detailed content as this
can be accessed by any user of the system.



Confidential information should not be recorded here, this is to log that a
professional is supporting a family and not a place to record the detail of the support.



Please use this to record that you are supporting a child and in which area. For
example: ’Health visitor is working with the family – name and contact number’,
‘School are working with child – please contact name, number for further
information’.



Please ensure you add the date that you started the support, and please remember
to add the end date when the work is complete.

Step by step instructions on how to add a key agency
note can be found in the Early Help Module guidance
Early Help Assessment Coordinator’s
Each Family Hub area an Early Help Assessment Coordinator post, whose primary role is to
champion early help across the city. The team of Coordinator’s provide mentoring, advice,
information, guidance and support to professionals about children, young people and families
needing early help and offer early help support on the pathway and processes involved. The team
undertakes outreach to professionals working on early help to improve the confidence and skills
of staff across agencies and services to embed the early help by:


Supporting professionals taking on the role of lead practitioner.



Supporting professionals undertaking an Early Help Assessment.



Directing support to schools delivering early help.



Supporting other agencies delivering early help.

Contact details for Early Help Assessment Coordinator’s
Early Help Assessment Coordinator’s can be contacted for a face to face or telephone
discussion.
Aspire Family Hub

Vacant

Rachel Harvey
Wood Side Family Hub
Lyndsey Moore
Mosaic Family Hub
Fiona Smith
Claire Smith
Pathway Family Hub
Florence Mudhai

The Moat Family Hub

Jupinder Kooner

Park Edge Family Hub

Sarina John

Harmony Family Hub

Sue Wilson

Families for all Hub

Jeanette Walsh

Vacant

Rachel.harvey@coventry.gov.uk

Lyndsey.moore@coventry.gov.uk
Fiona.smith@coventry.gov.uk
Claire.smith@coventry.gov.uk
Florence.mudhai@coventry.gov.uk

Jupinder.kooner@coventry.gov.uk

Sarina.john@coventry.gov.uk
Sue.wilson@coventry.gov.uk

Jeanette.walsh@coventry.gov.uk

What to do if the early help work is not effective or is ‘stuck’
Intervening at an early stage can avoid the needs of the child escalating and the unnecessary
need for statutory intervention which can be intrusive for families. Sometimes the early help
intervention does not work, and practitioners need support from other agencies, or an
alternative lead practitioner is needed to lead the work. Some of the reasons for this might be:
 The family is not engaging with the lead practitioner.
 Other professionals from partner agencies are not engaging.
 There is disguised compliance from the family.
 The interventions needed are not available to support the family.
 The needs have changed, and the family needs a higher level of intervention.

If this is the case, advice should be sought in the first instance from the local Family Hub or
via the Early Help Assessment Co-Ordinator.

The Right Help Right time guidance will assist in identifying the level of support required and
determining whether the intervention should continue to be attempted at the early help levels. If
further multi agency support is required a Request for Help (Appendix 1) should be made to the
nearest Family Hub or by completing the on line version of the form here
The child’s details will be reviewed by the Family Hub Team Leader and may be discussed at
the multi-agency Family Matters meeting where the required level of support needed and the
most appropriate agency to be the lead practitioner will be determined.

Family Matters meetings
Multi-agency Family Matters meetings are held in each Family Hub on a weekly basis. These
meetings are held with a range of early help partners to discuss families that require multi agency
support. The purpose of these meetings is to deliver early help to families as responsively as
possible, in an integrated way, which includes partners taking the lead practitioner role as
appropriate to the families’ needs. The terms of reference for the Family Matters meetings can be
accessed here (hyperlink).

The partner agency making the request for help should attempt to attend the Family Matters
meeting to discuss the case so that a full picture of what has support has been provided to the
child, young person and family, and to explored and to inform the next steps. If they are not able to
attend then they may be asked for additional information before or after the Family Matters meeting to
support the discussion, and the requester will always receive a letter informing of the outcome of the
discussion and the next steps. The aim is to provide the right support at the right time to keep children
and young people safe and to support families and build on their strengths and resilience so that
they can be effectively supported by universal services.

The below pathway diagram shows the process of the Early Help request will take via the Family
Hub.

Family Matters – Request for Support workflow

6. General Principles of Practice
Troubled Families & Whole Family assessments
The Troubled Families Programme is a cross-departmental funded Government initiative
launched in 2012 aimed at turning around the lives of ‘troubled families’ who are a high cost to
the public purse. In 2015 the Government extended the programme for a further five years from
until 2020 (Phase 2), which saw the programme expanded significantly in scope and reach and
is attached to ambitious service transformation goals. The Government expectation is for the
Troubled Families (Whole Family Approach) approach to be mainstreamed throughout the local
authority and public sector, and as such Troubled Families is everyone’s business.
In order for a family to qualify for the programme they must be worked within a whole family
approach defined as:


There will have been an assessment that considers the needs of the whole family.



There is an action plan that takes account of all (relevant) family members.



There is a lead/key worker for the family that is recognised by the family and other
professionals involved with the family.



The objectives in the family action plan are aligned to those in the local authority’s
Troubled Families Outcomes Plan.

Families must also meet least two of the six criteria to qualify for the programme

Troubled Families Criteria
1. Parents or children involved in crime or anti-social behavior.
2. Children who have not been attending school regularly.
3. Children who need help: children of all ages who need help, are identified as in need
or are subject to a child protection plan.
4. Adults out of work or at risk of financial exclusion or young people at risk of
worklessness.
5. Families affected by violence against women and girls.
6. Parents or children with a range of health problems.
Some family problems may not be evident at the point of identification and only become apparent
when trust has been established with the family (e.g. domestic violence and abuse) the relevant
outcomes within the Troubled Families Outcomes Plan should be revisited at this later point,
when fuller picture of the family is known.
Employment should be an aspiration for all the families on the programme. Employment may
not be immediately achievable for some families however with support from their keyworker and
Troubled Families Employment Advisors, significant progress towards work can be made.

Signs of Safety/Well-being
Coventry City Council Children’s Services and CSCP partners use the Signs of Safety as its
practice model. This is a strengths-based approach to working with children, young people and
families. Signs of Safety provides a way of working across the services that everybody
understands where a common language and a consistent application of early help is applied
(refer to the Signs of Safety Workbook) Here
This approach helps early help professionals to better work together, reflect, think and talk about
cases. The help provided to families is respectful, purposeful and based on strong professional
judgements and decisions. There is a clear emphasis on helping families rather than
‘intervening’. The focus is shifted from a way of working where professionals are considered to
be the experts to a constructive, relationship-based model of helping parents to change. Whilst
there is an emphasis on the strengths in the child’s network, the child’s safety is always the focus
of any help provided.


Signs of Safety is a whole system approach which is applied to all aspects of practice
and children, young people and family’s practitioners should reflect using the model in
their direct work with families and their practice overall.



Work with families is carried out using a model of appreciative inquiry, being
professionally curious, applying a questioning approach and constantly asking what
life is like for the child.



Early help practitioners and their managers should use the Signs of Safety questioning
approach: Elicit, Amplify, Reflect, and Start over (EARS). They should also use the
case mapping to discuss and think about cases. This promotes reflective and analytical
case discussion.



All case recording should be consistent with the Signs of Safety model, addressing
what is working well, what is not working well and what needs to change.



Signs of Safety group supervision will take place at least once a month for each Family
Hub area.

More information on Sign of Safety can be found here

7. Case tracking and support
Follow up activity for step down cases and MASH outcomes
If it has been determined and agreed that a partner agency should lead the early help work,
advice and support will always be available to the lead practitioner either from the Early Help
Assessment Coordinator or via the local Family Hub. The Early Help Assessment Coordinators will
be notified when cases are stepped down from social care or when the MASH determines that

a partner agency should be leading on undertaking early help activity.
The Early Help Assessment Coordinator will make contact with the lead practitioner agency to
establish how the support has progressed. The Early Help Assessment Coordinator will offer
advice, information or support if required. Practice Standards are to be followed.
Follow up activity from Family Matters meetings
The agreed actions within the Family Matters meetings should be completed in a timely way. If
they have not been completed the Chair of the Family Matters meeting will ascertain the reasons
why the work has not been progressed and agree amended timescales for completion. The line
manager of the assigned professional/agency will be notified about the new timescales by the
Chair. The line manager is responsible for ensuring that actions completed, and the Practice
Standards are being met.

It is expected that professionals will attend the Family Matters meetings to reach a consensus
about which agency is the most appropriate agency to action the next steps with the family.
There may be occasions when a professional is not present, but the meeting agrees that the
absent professional is best placed to lead an action. If there is professional disagreement and a
consensus cannot be reached on who should take the next steps with the family, the Chair of
the Family Matters meeting will raise this with the next level managers so that a further case
discussion can take place to reach an agreed consensus. This needs to be completed within 3
working days to ensure a swift response to the family is provided and delay is avoided. If at this
point it is still not possible to reach a resolution both Managers will escalate to the next level
within their own organisations.
It is important that families receive the right help at the right time. Any drift and delay can lead to
needs escalating to a higher level and this should be prevented. The Early Help Coordinator or
the Family Hub will provide advice if an issue is ‘stuck’.
All incidents that reach escalation will be monitored by the Early Help Sub Group in order unblock
any operational barriers to effective integrated working

8. Focused work with children, young people families
Child Centered working
Working in a child centered way and using a whole family approach is an essential part of good
practice. Communicating and listening to children and young people, and their families helps
early help practitioners understand what life is like for them and what needs to change to
increase their safety and promote their wellbeing and development. Practitioners need to
understand what difference the help has made to the child or young person and what has
improved for them and their family. Practice needs to be purposeful and informed by a clear
evidence base

A variety of direct work tools and activities should be used to work with
children and this should include direct observations of very young children.
Direct work tools should be uploaded to the child’s record.

The child or young person’s views and wishes are central to good early help
practice and alongside the views of the parents, carer and any other key
professionals are considered in all aspects of the help and support offered to
the family.

should be sought from children, young people, parents and carers about their
views of how helpful the support they are receiving is and this information will
inform and influence how services are provided.

Early help practitioners should work with children alone wherever possible and in
settings where they feel comfortable and that are child-friendly.

Children and young people should be involved as much as possible in the
decisions being made and the help being offered.

Using Signs of Safety, there is a focus on direct work with children and young
people, not only to establish their wishes and feelings but also to fully involve them
in an age- appropriate way in the family early help plan.

9. Management oversight and supervision
Supervision is essential to support practitioners to take the most appropriate action for children, young people
and families, to develop skills, and to cope with the emotional demands of working in difficult circumstances
and situations. Management oversight and supervision support a learning culture and provide a setting for
case reflection, discussion and challenge. Supervision has three main elements - line management,
professional development and casework oversight. Supervision has a direct impact on the outcomes for
children, young people and families and is key to improving practice. It is recognised that each organisation
will have their own supervision practice and policy.

10. Ending of Early Help involvement with a family
When the work with the family is completed and the case is ready for closure or step down to a lower level early
help intervention, it is important that the family and any other professionals working with the family are in
agreement with this. The recording on either EHM or the agency system should be up to date and the rationale
for closure clearly recorded. Management oversight should also be recorded, agreeing the closure or step down.
If the plan is for the family to step up or step down there needs to be prior agreement with the family and the
new lead practitioner and a handover discussion should take place at the last Early Help Plan meeting or other
arrangement that is agreed with professionals and the family.
The family should be asked to provide feedback through the Feedback Form (Appendix 4).

11. Information Sharing
Notifying GPs where a child is the subject to an Early Help Assessment
GP services are a crucial partner to early help services, as such the information they hold is vital to any
assessment and planning process. The LSCB has agreed that all lead practitioners should ensure that GPs are
informed when children are supported through an Early Help Assessment and Early Help Plan meetings.
It is the responsibility of the lead practitioner to:


Gain written consent.



Send the letter to the GP informing them about the involvement.



Record the date the letter was sent on EHM or agency system.



Contact the GP should they indicate they have information to share.



Send invitations so GPs can contribute to any Early Help Plan meetings.



Send the GP a copy of the Early Help Plan meetings minutes.

Privacy Notice
We will use the information that is provided to find out what support the family needs and the correct people
that need to become involved. We work with other Council Services; health, education and housing
providers; voluntary and charitable organisations and police and probation services. We will share
relevant information with other organisations in the Early Years Partnership so that we can provide the
support the family needs.
Persons have the right to object if it is evidenced that information should not be shared with some of the
partners. We will only do this if we feel there is a good reason. Further information on how we handle
information and rights under the data protection legislation can be found in our privacy statement

Appendices
Appendix 1 – Request for Help Form can be accessed here (hyperlink)
REQUEST FOR HELP FORM
Name of person requesting help:

Agency

Telephone number and email address of referrer:

Date of request made:
Is this a diversion from MASH or Step down from Social
care?

YES

NO

Has consent been obtained by the parent?

YES

NO

Will this family meet the Troubled Families Criteria?

YES

NO

Are there any exclusions on the consent? (is there anyone the family do not wish to share
information with)

Unborn/ Child or Young Person’s
Name

M/
F

DOB/EDD

Age

NHS Number

Mothers NHS Number:

Family GP:

Mothers name:

Fathers name:

DOB:

DOB:

National Insurance Number:

National Insurance Number:

Telephone number:

Telephone number:

Address:

Address:

Postcode:

Postcode:

Educati
on
Setting
and
attenda
N/A
nce
rates

First language:

First language:
Interpreter required:

Interpreter required:
Immigration status:

Immigration status:

Other significant people in the family:

Agencies currently working with the family (professionals name and agency):

Has the child/ren, young person or family been involved with Children Services previously (CAF,
CIN, CP etc?) and if so when? Name of previous worker?

Your current involvement with this Family

What are you worried about?

Strengths/ Safety/ What’s working well?

What would you like to happen next?

Date Protocol/ EHM/ Capita checked:

Protocol number:
EHM number:

Initial Hub Case Discussion
Date:
Discussions:
Identified Actions:
Name of practitioner to contact family:
Date Case to be Reviewed:

Appendix

Coventry Early Help Assessment
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Assessment details
Start date of Early Help
assessment
Date we aim to complete by :
Assessment due
What assessment are you
completing?
Is this Early Help
Assessment being completed
by Children's Services?

Early Help assessment
Yes

CAF assessment

No

Section 1:
Your Family
Your name and relationship in the family

Name of agency completing this form with you:
Name of practitioner and job title:

Telephone number and email address of agency completing this form

What led to you asking for help for your family?
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Is there anyone the family do not wish to share the information in this Early Help assessment with? (and then include the reasons why)

Name of everyone who lives in the
household

M/F

DOB/EDD

Age

Family Tree and Community network
Who else is important to you and your children?
How do they support you?
How could they be part of your Early Help Assessment and plan?
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Family Status (e.g. mother, father, child)

Professionals
Name of GP :
Address:
Name/s of school children attend:

Are there are any other practitioners helping you now or could help in the future?
Professional Agency
Agency role with your
Started
End date
Address
name
child/family
on
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Telephone Email contact
number

Section 2: Assessment details
Timeline of significant life events What has happened to you and your family? Who has been involved up to now? What was the outcome
and what impact did it have?
Date/Time
Event
period

Outcome and Impact for the child/ren or young person

Strengths and worries (as discussed and shared between parents and professionals)
What is working well?

What are we worried about?

Existing Strengths

Current worries

Existing safety

Danger/Risks

Other relevant information about your family context
Are you, or members of your immediate family/household, experiencing any of the following?
Yes

No

Comment

Yes

Parents or young people involved in
crime or anti-social behaviour
Mental ill- health

Domestic Abuse
Pregnancy/ New baby
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No

Comment

Physical ill- health

Parents with Health
Problem

Child having learning problems or
developmental delay/difficulties

Social isolation or
loneliness

Alcohol and/or Substance Misuse

Housing/Rent issues

Children not attending
school/education regularly

Homelessness

Young Carer
Caring for someone else

Money and Debt
Worries

Gang or Radicalisation

Missing Child/young
person

Child Exploitation

Young People at (or high risk of) Not in
education, training or unemployment

Adults out of work or
risk of financial
exclusion
Children with Health
Problems

Parental conflict

Anxiety/low mood

Other issues you want to tell us about
or want help with :
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Child’s voice Use the exact words and images provided by the children or young person
What is your child/ren
understanding of why we are
involved with you?
Was each Child/Young Person
seen during this assessment?

(yes/no)

Dates the Child/Young Person and
family members were seen and
spoken to.
What does the Child/Young
Person say of the best things
about their life?
What does the Child/Young
Person say they are worried about
in their life?
What does the Child/Young
Person want to happen to improve
their life?
How has the child given their
worries, wishes and feelings
through other means – such as
using direct work toolkit, 3
Houses, fairies and wizards,
drawings?
Please upload to documents and
share with family and what these
are telling us
36

Analysis and scaling
Signs of Well-Being
Worry Statement

How worried
about this are
we?

Wellbeing Goal

Overall worry scale
On a scale of 0 to 10 where 10 means that things are going very well and there is no need for early help and zero means the child or young person’s Wellbeing is significantly adversely affected and
may need a children social care worker how would you rate the current situation for this child/young person?

Overall well-being
scale
Reasons For Overall
Rating

Sharing information
Is there any information on this form that you do not want to share with other people? If so, please provide details and what you do not
want to share and why?

How will your information be shared?

You will be asked for your agreement for Early Help services to support you and your family.
Coventry City Council complies with the Data Protection Act and the GDPR and is registered with the Information Commissioners Office (ICO)
as aData Controller.
We use your personal information so that we can provide advice and guidance, assessments, services, support and safeguarding for children
and their families as well as to provide the help that you require as early as possible. We process personal data because it is necessary to
comply with our legal obligations and perform our public duty.
This Privacy Notice explains how personal information is going to be used, what for, who it will be shared with and why.
http://www.coventry.gov.uk/info/31/children_and_families/3245/childrens_services_privacy_notice/1

Outcome: What is happening at the end of this assessment?
Early help episode completed – No further action required (RHRT 1: Universal)
Continue with service or request another service to help alone ( RHRT2 :Single agency only)
Early help plan (RHRT 3: Multiagency)
Step up to Children’s Social Care

(RHRT 4: Statutory Intervention)

Name of manager authorising the assessment :

Managers review and
authorisation date:

Management oversight (if completed by children’s services)
Name of Manager authorising the
assessment:

Click here to select a user...

Managers review and comments
Authorisation Date:
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Appendix
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Family ……………………….. Early Help Plan
Section 1 : Initial Early Help Plan and meeting
Date:
Date

Name and role

Time

Venue

Attendance and Role

Apologies

How often
they see
the child?

How you can help

Timescale
of intervention

What has happened?
Update/Outcome

Update on the EH assessment as well as today’s discussions
What’s Working Well?

What Are We Worried About?

Section 2 : The Child/ren’s Voice
Words and pictures – has this been completed with the children yet?
Have the words and pictures of the child/ren been attached? (yes/no)
What are they telling us?
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What do we need to do next?

Section 3. Your Early Help plan
What needs to happen next? (this should always be created together with the parents, carers, children/young people and key
members of the support network).
Your family goals
What do we want to achieve
How will we do it?
Who will do this?
When will we hope to do this by?

Bottom Lines
What must happen?

By when?

By who?

What will happen if it doesn’t?

Timeline and trajectory The timeline is a trajectory. A shared plan that describes and measures a pathway to case closure.
What will it take to complete the plan?
41

How often will progress be reviewed?
Who will co-ordinate the plan and the review meetings?
When do we hope to have completed the support?
Who will be involved in the early help Plan?
Details of next Early Help Plan Review meeting
Date

Time

Venue

Who needs to attend?
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Section 4 : Review of your Early Help Plan
Date :
Early Help Review Meeting
Date
Time

Name and role

How often
they see
the child?

Venue

Attendance and Role

Apologies

How you can help

Timescale

What has happened?

of intervention

Update/Outcome

Update from today’s discussions
What’s Working Well?

What Are We Worried About?
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Child’s Voice
Words and pictures – has this been completed with the children yet?
Have the words and pictures of the child/ren been attached?
What are they telling us?

(yes/no)

Review/Current Worry Statement and Well-being Goals
What is working well?

What are we worried about?

Existing Strengths

Current worries

Existing Well being
Complicating factors
Overall Wellbeing/safety scale
On a scale of 0 to 10 where 10 means that things are going very well and there is no need for early help and zero means the child or
young person’s Wellbeing is significantly adversely affected and may need a children social care worker how would you rate the
current situation for this child/young person
Overall Wellbeing Scale

Reasons For Overall
Rating

Bottom Lines
What must happen?

By when?

By who?
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What will happen if it doesn’t?

Your family goals
What do we
want to
achieve?

How will we do
it?

Who will do
this?

When will we
hope to do this
by?

Details of next Early Help Plan Review Meeting
Date

Time

Venue

Who needs to attend?
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Progress that as
been made..

Challenges to
achieving this

Appendix 4 : Early help Family Feedback
Child’s ID:

Appendix 4
Child’s name:
Name/s of Parent/s or Carer (if child in care of family member):
Name of Worker completing this questionnaire:

Date completed:

If you judge that it would be inappropriate to contact a parent or parents, or it is otherwise not possible, please note your reasons here:

Please establish which (if any) service is currently supporting the family
None
Questions for Parents
Do you understand why Early Help Services is or, was involved with you and your family?
1
On a scale of 0 – 10 with 10 being “I completely understand” and 0 being “I don’t understand at all”.

Have/did Early Help Services involve you in decisions which affect you and/or your child?
2

3

On a scale of 0 – 10 with 10 being I was completely involved all the time and 0 being I was not involved at all, any of the time.

Did you understand who your key person was, what their role was and how to contact them?
Yes, Dabinder and her team. I had their contact number and they helped us with many things.
How much has / did working with Early Help services help you as a family? It helped us very much and they introduced us to
Coventry Law Centre who helped us a lot.

4
On a scale of 0 – 10 with 10 being excellent Early Help could not have helped anymore and, 0 being Early Help did not help my
family at all.

5

Are you aware of the services that are out in the community that can help you and your child/ren.? Yes, a solicitor is still
helping me with my daughter’s passport.
On a scale of 0 – 10 with 10 being fully confidence and 0 being not confident in access community venues

Have/did Early Help services listen to what you have/had to say?
6

7

On a scale of 0 – 10 with 10 being Early Help did everything they said they would do all the time and 0 being Children’s Early
Help did not do anything they said they would do at all.

On a scale of 1 – 10 Over all how satisfied were you with the support you had from the Early Help Service ?
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TROUBLED FAMILIES DATA COLLECTION SHEET
Appendix 5
All children needing early help will meet the first criteria for the troubled Families Programme. Practitioners should consult the other
Troubled Families criteria to consider what other criteria may also be met, and the outcomes that should then be included in the Early
help assessment and Early Help Plan
1: Children in need of help
All families receiving Early help through an Early Help assessment and plan (L2 and L3) or Social Care (Child Protection or Child in Need)
intervention will automatically meet one of the below Children who need help criteria
The Troubled Families Data Collection sheet can be found HERE and should be recorded on EHM.
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